We construct the Seiberg-Witten curve for the E-string theory in six-dimensions.
Introduction
E-string was first discovered in the study of zero-size instantons in heterotic string theory [1] . In the M-theory description [2] E-string appears at the intersection of the (end-of-world) 9-brane and a membrane which connects the 9-brane to a 5-brane representing the small instanton. An E-string carries a level one E 8 current algebra and possesses one half of the degrees of freedom of the heterotic string. In fact an E-string may be obtained by wrapping a M5-brane around which is one half of the heterotic string. E-string possesses one half of supersymmetry of the heterotic theory and the reduction of supersymmetry leads to threshold BPS bound states and non-trivial dynamics in low energy E-string theory.
It is known that the It is known that the del Pezzo surface B 9 possesses an elliptic fibration over a P 1 with 12 singular fibers. The fibration is described by a family of elliptic curves written in a Weierstrass . τ gives the modulus of the elliptic fiber at u = ∞ and is also the modulus of the torus T 2 upon which E-string theory is compactified down to 4-dimensions. {m i } correspond physically to the masses of 8
With τ being the modulus at u = ∞, a 0 (τ ), b 0 (τ ) are fixed to
where E n is the Eisenstein series with weight n,
By shifting the variable u we can eliminate either one of the functions a 1 or b 1 . In the following we choose a "gauge" where we put
We call eq.(1.1) as the six-dimensional Seiberg-Witten (SW) curve: the six-dimensional curve determines the prepotential of E-string theory and gives a complete description of its low-energy dynamics. Previously there were attempts at deriving the six-dimensional curve [4, 5, 6, 7] , however, only partial results with a few non-vanishing mass parameters {m i } were obtained. In this paper we will determine all the coefficient functions a j , b j and the curve (1.1) for arbitrary values of {m i }. It turns out that the functions a j , b j are expressed in terms of characters of affine E 8 at level j.
Six-dimensional curves with lower-rank symmetry groups can be easily obtained from (1.1) by taking some of the mass parameters {m i } to ∞ or adjusting them to special values.
We shall show that the known five-dimensional SW curves [6] are reproduced from the sixdimensional curve by taking the limit Imτ → +∞. Four-dimensional curves [8, 9, 10] are also obtained by further taking the remaining period of T 2 to 0. Thus our six-dimensional curve serves as some kind of master theory encompassing all possible SW theories.
Let us now recall the relation between BPS states of the E-string and holomorphic curves in the Calabi-Yau 3-fold [11] and also the partition function of the N = 4 U(n) Yang-Mills theory on
. Consider an F-theory compactification down to 6-dimensions on a CalabiYau 3-fold K which is elliptically fibered over a base B. We choose a curve C inside the base B so that the elliptic fibration restricted to C gives the 1 2 K 3 . Consider a D3-brane wrapped around C, which gives rise to a string in 6-dimensions. Low energy dynamics of such a string can be studied by looking at its BPS spectrum. We compactify the 5th dimension on a circle R and count the BPS states of the string with winding number n and momentum k. We denote the number of these states as Z n,k .
Next by using a duality between F-and M-theory we go to a M-theory description: a compactification of F-theory on 
Thus the counting of BPS states of 6-dimensional E-string wrapped around a circle is related to the counting of holomorphic curves in K which can be analyzed by using the technique of mirror symmetry.
If we introduce M5-branes, the number of BPS states becomes further related to the partition function of U(n) Yang-Mills theory on
. Consider a M5-brane wrapped
One then obtains a string in 5-dimensions. In order to study its spectrum we may wrap the string around a circle and compute its toroidal partition function. Then the M5-brane becomes effectively wrapped around
If we consider the string n-times wound around a circle, M5-brane wraps around T 2 n-times and one obtains N = 4 U(n)
Yang-Mills theory on
The gauge coupling constant is given by the modulus τ of the torus and the momentum k is mapped to the instanton number. Thus Z n,k is also interpreted as the k-instanton contribution to the partition function of U(n) gauge theory on 1 2
We want to determine the prepotential of the theory
where φ is the Kähler parameter which is dual (mirror) to the variable u. We have inserted a factor q n/2 for the sake of a good modular property of Z n : Z n becomes a (quasi-)Jacobi form of weight −2.
Actually the functions Z n have already been computed recursively up to Z 4 by making use of the holomorphic anomaly and the gap condition (Z n,k = 0 for 0 < k < n) in [3] . One may continue this computation and obtain more data on Z n . On the other hand, from the SW curve (1.1) one can compute the prepotential by making use of the mirror-type transformation and express Z n in terms of the coefficient functions a j , b j . It turns out that Z n is written as a polynomial in a j , b j , 0 ≤ j ≤ n and in particular linear in a n , b n . Hence given the data {Z n } it is easy to determine {a j , b j }. In our actual computation we have used the data up to Z 8 to determine the Seiberg-Witten curve.
Instanton Expansion
Let us next describe the standard mirror-type transformation in Seiberg-Witten theory adopted to the present situation [12] . The coupling constantτ of N = 2 gauge theory is
given by the modulus of the elliptic curve
Here j is the elliptic j-function. We may expand the right-hand side of the above equation in 1/u and obtain
where ∆ = (E 4 3 − E 6 2 )/1728 = η 24 . Thusτ = τ at u = ∞. By inverting the j-function in (2.2) we can generate a Taylor series expansion ofτ around u = ∞,
Periods of the torus ω 1 , ω 2 are given by
Both of these ω i are also expanded in Taylor series in 1/u. We can then easily integrate them and obtain functions φ,
Since ∂φ/∂u = ω 1 , ∂φ D /∂u = ω 2 , φ, φ D correspond to the variables of the Coulomb branch a, a D in the 4-dimensional Seiberg-Witten theory. Prepotential is defined by
as usual.
Lower order computation goes as follows: ω 1 has an expansion
φ is then given by
where φ 0 is an integration constant. Thus
and therefore
By integrating twice in φ we obtain the prepotential. In the following we choose
We have performed the above transformation up to higher orders and obtained the partition functions expressed in terms of the coefficient functions of the SW curve. We present lower order terms
11)
12)
We have obtained similar formulas up to Z 8 .
Holomorphic Anomaly and Gap Condition
Partition functions Z n of U(n) gauge theory on 1 2 K 3 have been computed in [3] by imposing the relation of holomorphic anomaly and gap condition (see [13] for a different analysis).
Holomorphic anomaly occurs in the gauge theory due to the appearance of reducible connections and corresponds to the existence of threshold bound states in the E-string spectrum.
Holomorphic anomaly enters via the dependence on E 2 of Z n and governed by the relation [12] ∂Z n ∂E 2 = 1 24
(3.1) corresponds to the reduction of the U(n) connection down to that of U(m) × U(n − m).
Holomorphic anomaly is tied with the fact that Gap condition on the other hand requires that instantons with degree k < n do not exist in U(n) gauge theory. This comes from the positivity of intersection numbers among holomorphic curves in
These two conditions and consideration of modular invariance uniquely determine the amplitudes. We list the first 3 instanton amplitudes rewritten slightly from [3]
where
3)
6)
where are the S-transform of f n0 .
Using holomorphic anomaly and the gap condition we have obtained the partition functions up to Z 8 .
Six-dimensional Curve
Now by using these data we can determine the coefficient functions of SW curve. We present the first few terms and relegate the rest to Appendix A.
1)
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10)
+f b3,1 (τ + 2)P m i ; τ + 2 3 + 1 54
(4.13)
Here functions h i are defined by
It is fortunate that the six-dimensional curve can be written in a relatively compact expression. As we have mentioned, coefficient functions a j , b j are expressed in terms of affine E 8 characters at level-j. Functions f * n,0 are modular forms of Γ 1 (n) and f * n,1 are their Stransform. We have checked that our curve reduces to the results of [6] when six of the mass parameters are set equal to zero.
Five-dimensional Curve
Let us next see how our result reproduces the five-dimensional curve in the limit q → 0. Affine E 8 characters are reduced to those of the representations of finite-dimensional E 8 algebra in this limit. Let us first introduce a labeling of the fundamental representations of E 8 as in Fig. 1 where we also show the level of each representation. We then introduce a notation
for a representation ρ of E 8 whose highest weight is given by the sum of highest weights of the fundamental representation ρ i with multiplicity n i . The level of the representation ρ is given by i ℓ i n i where ℓ i is the level of ρ i . Weyl-orbit character for the representation ρ is given by
where α runs over the weights Λ(ρ) of the E 8 Weyl orbit containing the highest-weight state of the representation ρ.
With this preparation we can present the five-dimensional E 8 curve This curve has a manifest E 8 symmetry and can be derived from the expression of [6] with SO(16) symmetry by a suitable shifting of variables and rearrangement of terms. Note that A j , B j contain representations with levels 1 ≤ l ≤ j (constant term is interpreted as level-one representation). This is consistent with the fact that an affine representation of level j is reduced to finite-dimensional representations with levels l ≤ j in the limit q → 0.
In fact we can explicitly show that hold. Since
we can easily check the relation (5.13) for b 1 . In general it is convenient to use the basis of affine Weyl-orbit characters which are given by, for instance,
at level-two. Then by taking the limit q → 0 we find Flow of E 8 theory to theories with smaller symmetry groups has been extensively discussed in the literature [14, 15, 6, 16] .
Four-dimensional Curve
In order to derive four-dimensional curve we first have to reinstate the radius R of the 5th dimension and redefine the mass parameter as
Now the new mass parameters carry the dimension of mass. Four-dimensional limit is obtained at R → 0. Thus we expand the characters w ρ in power series of R. Lower order terms of the series are canceled if we make a suitable shift of the parameter as
where c 2 is the second order Casimir invariant
When we rescale variables as 4) all the terms in the curve cancel up to order R 29 and the E 8 curve of 4-dimensional theory [10, 17] appears as the coefficient of R 30 .
Flow of E 8 theory to theories with lower symmetry has been discussed in [9, 10] .
Discussions
In this paper we have constructed the six-dimensional Seiberg-Witten curve which amounts to an equation describing the complex structure of In [5] it was suggested that SL(2, Z) symmetry of N f = 4 four-dimensional SW theory should be identified as the SL(2, Z) symmetry of the torus T 2 of six-dimensional theory.
Thus there must be a way to obtain four-dimensional N f = 4 theory directly from the sixdimensional theory without going through the degenerate limit of T 2 as described in the previous sections. It is interesting to see if there in fact exists such a direct link between fourand six-dimensional theories.
Appendix A. Coefficient Functions of Six-dimensional SW Curve 
2 ∆ 3 f b5,0 (τ )P (5m i ; 5τ ) + f b5,1 (τ )P m i ; τ 5 + f b5,1 (τ + 1)P m i ; τ + 1 5
+f b5,1 (τ + 2)P m i ; τ + 2 5 + f b5,1 (τ + 3)P m i ; τ + 3 5
+f b5,1 (τ + 4)P m i ; τ + 4 5
+ g b5,0 (τ )P (4m i ; 4τ ) + g b5,1 (τ )P m i ; τ 4 +g b5,1 (τ + 1)P m i ; τ + 1 4 + g b5,1 (τ + 2)P m i ; τ + 2 4
+g b5,1 (τ + 3)P m i ; τ + 3 4 + g b5,2 (τ )P 2m i ; τ + 1 2 P (m i ; τ ) 
